
1. 서 론
1)

Carotid endarterectomy(CEA) has been the golden

rule for treatment of moderate to severe carotid

artery stenosis.1) Among various CEA techniques

developed till date, two closing techniques are

widely used, namely primary closure(PC) and patch

angioplasty(PA), and superiority of these two

techniques over one another is still undetermined.

While numerous studies suggest negligible

differences between two techniques2-4), other studies

show superiority of one method over another. either

PA5-7) or PC8-10). The main objective of this study is

to clarify the differences in postoperative conditions

of both PA and PC conducted by experienced

physicians. Hemodynamic properties and

WSS-related indexes are calculated to quantitatively
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Type Patient Model Stenosis Location*

PC 001, 002, 003 R, R, R

PA 001, 002, 003 L, L, R

*R: Right, L: Left

Table 1 Patient Specification

and visually compare two distinct surgical

procedures.

2. 본 론

2.1. Patient-Specific Data
To quantify patient-specific carotid artery(CCA)

flow rate, Ultrasound(US) data is obtained at

proximal site of CCA. The site is chosen to

minimize the turbulence effect generated from the

carotid bifurcation, and maintain laminar flow

measurement. Extracted US data is then digitized
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and smoothened with interpolation, and formatted as

inflow rate to our simulations. Postoperative carotid

CTA data is reconstructed as computational model

using an open-source program SimVascular11) as

well. The schematic for model reconstruction is

illustrated in Fig.1.

2.2. 모델 형상

Both PC and PA models were 3 cases each, so

total of 6 patient data is acquired. Each models are

constructed and smoothened to prevent error in

computational simulation. Finer mesh is generated at

bifurcation region to capture complex flow

phenomena such as swirl and reversed flow. Each

model has mesh quantity of about 0.4 to 0.7 million

depending on their anatomical structures.

2.3. 수치 해석
Newtonian incompressible, and rigid vessel wall

assumptions are applied which are typically used in

simulation fields, especially to reduce computational

costs. Mass conservation and Navier-Stokes

equations are directly solved in discretized form in

the program using 96 core(2.2 GHz) workstation for

2 days per simulation case. Time step is assigned

as 0.001s with 7 cardiac cycles and run till

convergence.

2.4. FSI 모델
Fluid-structure interaction model is utilized to

simulate and quantify displacement of vessel models.

Since use of PA material type is very

controversial,12) we assumed equal elastic modulus

for both PC and PA cases. Blood density and

viscosity are set to be ρ = 1.06 g/cm3, μ = 0.04

g/cm·s, and 1 inlet, CCA, and 2 outlets, ICA and

ECA are created. The outlet conditions are

considered as 3-element Windkessel outlet

boundaries, and their parameters are calculated with

corresponding inflow and mean pressure conditions,

where POD 4-5 brachial artery pressure data is

utilized.

3. 결 론

The conclusions are as follows:

1) Pressure and flow rate distribution match given

brachial artery pressure data and literature.

2) WSS-related indexes such as TAWSS and OSI

are in favor of PC compared to PA.(Fig.2)

3) RRT range of PA case is broader and higher

compared to PC cases, showing significant

differences in postoperative states.

4) Overall results indicate more favorable outcome

for PC cases. Therefore, PC may provide better

postoperative consequences compared to PA.
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